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Ruth Evangelistic Meetings
begin March 23
Pray now for a mighty spiritual
outpouring

Don't miss "Philo Stunt Night'
Boost your teams
Saturday night
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DEACONESS SPEAKS
ON "DETACHMENT"
Miss Ruth A. Fogle, superintend
ent of the deaconess work in Seattle,
Washington, principal of the North. west Training School, and a member
' of the Legal Hundred of Taylor Uni
versity was the speaker in the Sunday
afternoon chapel service of March 7.
Miss Ruth Lortz, a graduate of the
Northwest Training School and now
a senior in Taylor, was in charge of
the service.
Several musical numbers were given
before the message. Mr. Walter Bieri
sang a solo, "Flee as a Bird" by Dana.
A string quartette composed of the
Messrs. John Paul Owen, Wendell
' Owen, Lester Clough, and Albert
Krause played "Softly Now the Light
of Day." "Just One Hour Alone with
Jesus," was sung by the Misses Ruth
Hazelton, Mary Bonner, Ora Taylor,
and Hazel Chamberlain.
There was a short testimony service
and then Miss Lortz introduced Miss
Fogle. "Detachment and Attachment"
was the subject of the message. Miss
Fogle used as her text Luke 14:33,
"So likewise, whosoever he be of you
that forsaketh not all that he hath,
he cannot be my disciple."
"Detachment as used here does not
mean being separated in the sense
of being absent from people; it is de
tachment of a certain sort. One who
does not detach himself from some
things cannot be a disciple.
"Detachment is characteristic of a
Christian leader, a real leader. There
was the detachment of Christ as a
baby; there was no room for Him in
the inn. There was the detachment of
Christ in his boyhood; He was in the
temple detached from the things that
might belong to a child of twelve
years. There was the aloneness of
Christ in the garden of Gethsemane,
the aloneness of Christ on the cross,
the aloneness of Christ in the resurContinued on page 3 col 2

WOMEN ORGANIZE FOR
MINISTERIAL DEVELOPMENT
The girls called to preach or those
who feel that preaching may be their
lifework have organized for more
definite work. This organization in
Taylor is not intended to conflict in
any way with the regular Ministerial
Association but merely to encourage
and interest young women in the
preaching of the gospel. The dean of
women, Miss M. Madeline Southard,
president of the International Asso
ciation of Women Preachers is helping
the girls. A meeting for organization
was held in Society Hall on Wednes
day, March 3, 1926.
Miss Southard, chairman of the
meeting, explained how the Associa
tion of Women Preachers came to be
organized. It is one of the aims of
that group to cultivate and encourage
young women who feel the call to
preach. These young women can be
come associate members of the larger
organization by signifying a desire to
join it and by paying the associate
dues. They will receive the paper
"The Women's Pulpit" of which Miss
Southard is the editor.
The results of the election of of
ficers which followed Miss Southard's
talk was as follows: president, Ruth
Lortz; vice-president,Hattie Seaver;
secretary, Grace Olson.
Meetings will be held once every
two weeks. Miss Southard will give
talks on practical homiletics and re
ports on the lives of great women
preachers will be presented by mem
bers of the organization. It is hoped
that Mrs. Maude Carter Smock, pas.
tor of the Friend's church will give
some talks.
At Asbury College the girls interContinued on page 3 col 4
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UPLAND, INDIANA, FRIDAY, MARCH 12, 1926
TAYLOR CALENDAR
Friday, Mar. 12—Program. "Philo
Stunt Night" at 8:00 p. m. in the
chapel.
Saturday, Mar. 13—Basketball games.
Thalos vs. Philos. Fifth game of
boys' series, second game of girls'
series.
Sunday, Mar. 14—Chapel service 3:00
p. m. Prof. Barton Pogue will be
in charge.
Mar. 18-19—Term examinations.
Thursday, Mar. 18—Taylor's affirma
tive debaters meet Earlham's nega
tive trio at Earlham.
Friday, Mar 19—Intercollegiate de
bate at 7:30 p. m. in college chapel.
Indiana Central College vs. Taylor
University. Question: Resolved that
the Child Labor Amendment should
be ratified.
The Echo will not appear during ex
amination week.
Tuesday, Mar. 23—Ruth evangelistic
meetings begin.
Wednesday, Mar. 24—Registration
day for spring term.

PROF. JOHNSON OF ASBURY
SPEAKS IN HOLINESS LEAGUE
Last Friday evening at 6:30 the
Society Hall was packed with stu
dents to hear Prof. Z. T. Johnson of
Asbury College who was passing this
way as the coach of Asbury debaters.
After a splendid song service Prof.
Johnson took' his place in the pulpit,
and after a few remarks of apprecia
tion and greeting he turned to the
book of St. John 10:9-11. "I am the
door: by me if any man enter in, he
shall be saved and shall go in and out
and find pasture. The thief cometh
not but for to steal, and kill, and to
destroy: I am come that they might
have life, and that they might have it
more abundantly. I am the good
shepherd, the good shepherd giveth
his life for the sheep."
"There are souls depending on me
as a preacher of the gospel to impart
to them the way of life. But there
are preachers and churches in Ameri
ca today in whom multitudes are de
pending and seeking life, and yet
these churches and leaders are virtual
ly dead spiritually.
"Life always appeals to people. A
dead thing does not appeal to us
while life does. Jesus Christ is lifegiving. He is all life. 'I am come that
they might have life, and that they
might have it abundantly.' God is so
great that even in the little insignifi
cant violet He reveals life and beauty.
"Religion is something that is liv
ing. It is life abiding, throbbing and
appealing. Philosophy, science or hu
man knowledge fall short of the basic
fundamental of truth. They may find
the essence of truth, but in the final
analysis, through prayer and by the
guide of the Holy Ghost, truth is
revealed. Rousseau delighted himself
in searching for truth, and wrote his
wonderful piece 'Back to Nature.' but
when he was dying in an ignominious
disappointment, did he not cry to his
contemporary, Voltaire, 'I have found
nothing' ?
"What does religion mean? Christ
said, 'I am the way, the truth, and
the life.' This is religion. Christ is the
preeminently wonderful source of life,
the constant source, the all sufficient
source.
"Life is an impartation to us. It is
also purity which means the baptism
of the Holy Ghost. But spiritual bap
tism comes only to the one who is
alive in Jesus Christ.
Prof. Johnson is an able speaker
plus the zeal of the Holy Spirit in
him. The congregation of students re
joiced in hearing him, for indeed he
is a capable leader, having spent
twelve years in God's harvest field as
pastor, evangelist, song-leader and
teacher.

TAYLOR DEBATERS
DEFEAT ASBURY TRIO
PRESIDENT AKERS VISITS
TAYLOR
On Friday night, March 5, Taylor
University again heard the "Child
Labor" question debated. The ques
tion took on an added interest at this
debate because the Southern view
point entered into the discussion.
The negative team from Kentucky
was composed of "Bill" Wiley, Allen
Caley, and Ray Johnson. The Taylor
team was composed of Emilio Rosario,
John Shilling, and Lynn Mosser. Dr.
L. R. Akers, president of Asbury
College visited Taylor with the debat
ing team, also the debating coach,
Professor Z. T. Johnson. Professor
Paul R. Breese from Wittenberg
College, Ohio, was the critic judge.
Mr .Rosario opened the debate with
his usual enthusiasm and earnest
ness. After quoting census figures to
prove how many children in the U.
S. were gainfully employed he de
fined "gainfully employed." "It means
the working of children at unreason
able hours under conditions that fVquld
interfere with health, education and
good citizenship. Must these be
America's future citizens?" plead
Mr. Rosario, after quoting appalling
figures.
Mr. Wiley, from Asbury, began his
constructive speech by giving several
points which the affirmative must
prove in order to win the debate. I.
They must prove that the danger is
imminent enough to call for such dras
tic action. 2. That state laws are seri
ously inadequate. 3. That the age limit
in the amendment is ideal. 4.That it
would not lead to antagonism. 5. That
no other legislation is possible. 6. That
lack of public sentiment would change.
"The amendment is unpracticable,"
said Mr. Wiley. "The number of child
laborers are decreasing and the powContinued on page 3 col 1

FRESHMAN PRESIDENT
WILL TAKE LEAVE
Walter Hopkins, the Freshman class
president, will leave school at the end
of the present term. For two terms,
Mr. Hopkins has faithfully led his
class in organization and advancement
until it is now recognized as being
one of the foremost in collegiate activ
ities. It has been a feature of this
young man's administration to empha
size the spiritual welfare of the mem
bers of the class and to do all that
was possible to help them in their
personal experience. The class is
sorry that "Hoppy" finds it necessary
to leave, but they wish him success
in whatever he decides to undertake.
The immediate cause for Mr. Hop
kins' resignation is that he is forced
to have an operation performed with
out delay. This he will have done in
Indianapolis about April 1.
At a recent meeting of the class on
Thursday, March 4, Lawrence Boyll
was elected president for the spring
term. Mr. Boyll is one who should
prove to be a very able leader of the
class since this is not his first year
at Taylor and he has the advantage
of knowing how some of the former
classes have been managed. As the
class responds to his leadership it will
grow in unity and spirit until it is
the best in the school.
The Freshman prayer meetings
have been recognized by the entire
school and they have proved to be a
time of spiritual blessing to all of
those who attend. At all of the meet
ings the chaplain has enjoyed the con
stant support of a few who are
faithful in attendance. 'The hope is
that more will make this meeting a
regular habit. Many have testified to
Continued on page 3 col 4

COMING EVENTS
Within the next few days Taylor is
to be favored with the ministry of
two of America's greatest evangel
ists. Rev. C. W. Ruth will conduct
the opening services of the spring
term, March 23-28. Rev. Joseph H.
Smith will conduct his annual School
of the Prophets, April 13-18. These
men are especially endowed as in
terpreters and witnesses of the great
truth of holiness. They are also gifted
above the ordinary as expositors of
the Bible.
The heavy strain of school work and
the many temptations of daily life
leave us in need of a season of spirit
ual refreshing at the opening of the
spring term, and it is hoped that all
the student body and neighbors will
be present on the evening before
registration for the spring term, to
enter into the spirit of the meetings
under Rev. C. W. Ruth, at 8:00 p. m.,
Tuesday, March 23. Evening services
will usually be at eight o'clock to
give time for an evening study hour.

EUREKANS WIN IN
INTER-GLUB GONTEST
On March 10th, the Eurekans won
the decision over the Eulogonians in a
debate on the queston, Resolved: That
the League of Nations is the best
means of securing permanent peace.
Dr. Glasier, the dean and inter-collegiate debating coach, rendered a critic
judge's decision.
The Eurekan team which debated
the affirmative side of the queston
was composed of Mr. Frank Lewis and
Mr. Clarence Williams with Mr. Ever
ett Shilliday as alternate; the Eulog
onians were represented by Mr. Wal
ter Hopkins and Mr. Archie Bahm
with Mr. Harry Williams as alternate,
they upheld the negative of the ques
tion. Both were composed of colege
freshmen.
At the dining hall during the dinner
hour both teams with the judge and
Dean Saucier who presided, and the
presidents of the two clubs, had a
special table. This occasion added in
terest and enthusiasm to the debate
which followed.
Just before the opening of the de
bate Mr. Edward Eaton sang a very
beautiful solo, while Mr. Skinner play
ed an excellent solo on the piano at
the close.
The affirmative's argument was
based upon three main points:
1. The League has a tendency to
produce peace, through its organiza
tion, and through disarmament.
2. The League is workable as both
past and present conditions and
achievements show.
3. The League is the best plan so
far advanced.
The negative's contentions were:
1. The League is utterly incapable
of securing permanent peace because
it has no power, its members disre
gard it, and selfish interests of its
members block its movements.
2. The degree of peace that exists
is due to the condition of the times
rather than to any efforts on the part
of the League.
3. Any plan in which the United
States cooperates is better than the
present League of Nations.
4. There are better means than
the League to secure world peace.
Dr. Glasier in giving his criticism
remarked that while he could follow
the case of the affirmative quite easily
because of the clearness; the nega
tive's case was less clear due to lack
of organization. He also gave the af
firmative the first place in effective
ness of presentation and refutation.
During the entire debate there was
progressive argument and a clash of
issues.
With this victory the Eureka Club
has held the championship banner for
a year and thus far this year theClub
has not known a single defeat.

NUMBER 22

EULOGONIANS BAN
QUET ON "BRINY DEEP"
"And they went down to the sea
in ships," said the old testament writ
er. The Eulogonian Debating Club
did not go down to the sea in ships
but they did go down to their banquet
in ships.
Yonder the long horizon lies
And there by night and day
The old ships draw to home again—
The young ships sail away!
And come I may, but go I must,
And if men ask you why—
You may put the blame on the stars
and sun
And the open sea and the sky!
The lure of the sea found its way
into the hearts of many of Taylor's
student body last Saturday night at
the Eulogonian banquet. The tables,
made into the form of ships; the
walls, lined with sea scenes; the ex
cellent dinner, composed of sea-food;
the program, with its theme of
"Launching Out," all did their share
in making this banquet a never-tobe-forgotten sea-trip for the Eulo
gonians and their guests.
The guests of honor were the three
deans of Taylor University, Dean
Glasier, dean of the school, Dean
Southard, dean of women, and Dean
Saucier, dean of men, who is club ad
visor of the Eulogonian Debating
Club.
Meeting in Campbell parlor at 6:00,
the members and guests were divided
into boat loads. Going down - stairs'
each load was met at the wharf by a
guide and led to its boat. Ascending
the gang plank the diners found their
places in the boat. Very shortly the
anchor was hoisted and the first
course of oyster cock-tail was served.
This was followed by clam-chowder
with wafers, halibut steak, scalloped
tomatoes, creamed potatoes, perfec
tion salad, peaches with whippedcream, cake, coffee, mints and nuts.
The efficient waiters and waitresses,
Continued on page 3 col 2

GOSPEL TEAM WORKERS
HOLD MONTHLY MEETING
"The Polish of God," was the theme
of a sermon addressed to the gospel
team workers by the president, Mr.
Harold Ockenga, in the monthly meet
ing on Monday, March 8, in Society
Hall. Mr. Ockenga used as his text,
Matthew 5:16 "Let your light so shine
before men, that they may see your
good works and glorify your Father
which is in heaven." He said that
Christians ought to have a "good dose
of the shine." God has placed the
possibility of a shine within every
Christian and the only reason it can
not be perceived in many Christians
is because they have hidden their light
under a bushel. Often the sin-nature
is the bushel which prevents the per
ception of the "shine." Sometimes it
is unwillingness to testify. In conclu
sion Mr. Ockenga showed the power
of a "shine." He said that the man is
more important than the message, and
it is the life of a person that deter
mines the power of what he says.
Members of the association gave
prayers and testimonies, which gave
evidence that they are receiving the
witness of the Spirit.
In The Field
Three groups went out to do gospel
team work on Sunday, March 7. Dean
Madeline Southard, Miss Bertha Pollitt, the Messrs. David Clench and Harrell Cash, and Mr. and Mrs. John
Duryea went to the George St. Bap
tist Church in Marion, Indiana. Miss
Southard had charge of the songservice and also brought a beautiful
message in song to the people. Miss
Pollitt played the piano, Mr. Clench
played the violin and Mr. Cash
Continued on page 3 col 3
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EDITORIAL
THE GREATEST THING
By The Managing Editor
This is an age, perhaps like all others, when men are searching for the
greatest thing. The vocabulary of many people is largely filled with such
words as "wealthiest", "biggest", "wisest", "most popular", etc. Apart from
divine grace all of us are inclined to think in such terms, as a part of our
definition for our life's goal. It is all the world has to live for. In the com
mercial realm, to be the wealthiest man is the goal of the young aspirant; in
scholarship or intellectuality, the "wisest" man is the model. In polities the
"most popular" man is the pattern. Well, this was the real cause of sin and
disobedience and of Satan's fall from heaven; he aspired to be equal with
God and refused submission to divine authority. It is no wonder that human
nature's chief trouble since man's fall has been his refusal to take second
place.
If a large number of persons were asked what Henry Drummond had in
mind by his sermon entitled, "The Greatest Thing in the World", the answers
would have been as many, no doubt, as the number of persons answering.
That is, our ideas of the greatest things and the fundamental things of life
are as multitudinous as the sands of the sea.
As for wisdom, Victor Hugo, thought himself the wisest of his country.
He told his friends upon one occasion, "I am the brains of France." We ap
preciate the work of Hugo today, but this spirit is repulsive and we realize
he had not attained the greatest thing. After Alexander has conquered the
then-known world and sighed for more worlds on which to display his skill,
we admire his military genius, but feel disappointed again and say he did
not have the greatest thing. Napoleon said: "Alexander, Caesar, Charle
magne, and myself founded empires—upon force. Jesus Christ alone founded
His empire upon love, and at this hour millions of men would die for Him."
The Kaiser had untold powers, but the world was insulted by his impudence
and now considers him among the criminal tyrants of history. He failed to
achieve the greatest thing.
Profane and religious history, almost without exception, admit and per
haps even joyously proclaim that Jesus Christ attained and had the greatest
thing. We know the greatest thing about Him was His love to God and to
man. He came with the avowed purpose of setting up a kingdom. He came
with no mammoth military display as did Alexander, instead His was a
manger birth. He did not gather the intellects of the schools of Alexandria
or the diplomats of Rome about Him to carry on the Christian program;
instead He chose twelve humble, unassuming and unlearned fishermen—but
these were full of love. Jesus Christ has succeeded as no other human leader
has. Others have been successful national jeaders, at least for a time, but
Christ is a successful world leader and is as much so today as when He
walked in Galilee. His followers, His admirers and His "lovers" are multi
tudinous in every continent. He won by love.
It has taken the above to say and emphasize that the greatest thing in
the world is love. An individual without love is a beast; a home without love
is a prison; and a church without love is a special clique—a world without
love is a living torment!
Wesley said the greatest desire of all Christians should be for more
love; Paul says, "The greatest of all these is love", and finally Jesus prays,
in John 17, that that love with which the Father loved the Son may be in us.
Let us repeat, the greatest thing in the world is L-O-V-E.

and eighty that we must have in order
to graduate, consequently we work
for them in the regular way, and of
ten to our detriment. The student is
therefore sometimes caught in the
grip of unavoidable circumstances,
and is not wholly to blame; neither
is the faculty to blame, since they
must demand that our intellectual
training be up to par.
A long step toward the solution of
this problem would be the introduction
into our curriculum of such a course
as would satisfy the students' craving
for knowledge, give him proper re
creation .develop him spiritually, and
at the same time meet the standard
requirements for credit toward grad
uation. A course that would meet
each of these requirements might be
a course in natural science such as is
outlined later in this article.
The average college student is so
absorbed in the study of books that
he neglects the vast amount of natur
al science that surrounds him on every
side. The result is appalling ignor
ance of one of the greatest branches
of knowledge; an improper training
and coordination of our senses, re
sulting in ignorance of not only the
finer and better things of life such
as have been responsible for the train
ing of some of the world's greatest
men, Shakespeare, Milton, and scores
of others, but we are in many cases
so ignorant of nature and her princi
ples that we cause her to work to our
destruction rather than to our aid.
Halleck tells us that the greatest mis
take made in education consists in
shutting ourselves away from nature,
and trying to learn almost entirely
from books. The average college stu
dent of today is getting little out of
our best literature, because he is un
able to understand and appreciate
some of the most beautiful, as well as
the most simple things of nature, and
as a result is turning to the cheap,
trashy, "moving picture" type of lit
erature. For instance how many of us
can really appreciate these beautiful
lines from Gray's Elegy:
"The breezy call of incense-breathing
morn,
The swallow twitt'ring from the
straw-built shed,
The cock's shrill clarion or the echoing
horn,
No more shall rouse them from
their lowly bed."
Recently the Bronx Park zoo added
to its collection of animals, cows and
sheep, because the average child of
New York knows more about the
circus elephant than he does about our
domestic animals. You say that does
not apply to us, but let us see. Some
time ago I was going to Marion with
a group of our students, when a large
hog crossed the road in front of us.
To my astonishment one of our socalled bright students from the city,
who had been getting her education
from books, exclaimed, "O look at
that baby cow!"
To really be educated we must have
as Whittier says:

"Knowledge never learned at schools,
Of the wild bee's morning chase,
Of the wild flower's time and place,
Flight of fowl and habitude
Of the tennants of the wood;
How the tortoise bears his shell,
How the woodchuck digs his cell
And the groundmole sinks his well;
How the oriole's nest is hung;
Where the whitest lilies blow,
Where the freshest berries grow,
Where the ground-nut trails its vine,
Where the wood grape's clusters shine;
Of the black wasp's cunning way,
NEW HEALTH MEASURE
In the following article by Mr. W. L. Russell a splendid idea for a new Mason of his walls of clay,
course in Taylor has been advanced. Though there is no doubt that such a And the architectural plans
course as advocated would prove very interesting, the health appeal seems to Of gray hornet artisans!"
be a case of insufficient reason. It seems an emphasis upon quality instead of Are we not, as Gallileo said, "in danger
quantity by professors, elimination of unnecessary mechanics, and limitation of becoming men whose knowledge
of courses taken would be a better health measure. However, it does seem comes from books rather than na
that a course in natural science, if properly worked out and directed, would ture,"—"paper philosophers."
not only be a means of gaining valuable knowledge of nature, but also a
We must first
experience God's
pleasant recreation.
power in our hearts; and then to

"BACK TO NATURE"
By W. L. Russell
Every few weeks some one of our
student body finds
it necessary to
leave school on account of a nervous
break-down, and many others remain
in school with impared health. We
all admit that this condition should
not be. The evil is here and there is
no use of simply complaining, but
rather we must set ourselves to the
task of finding
out the cause and
then, eliminate it.
Our teachers tell us that Taylor
students work no harder than the stu
dents of other schools—this state

ment I can't help questioning; but if
it is the case, the trouble must be
either the neglect of the students to
take proper care of themselves or
the neglect of the school to provide
proper safeguards for health. I do
not feel like criticising either the
school or the student body, but to
secure the remedy both must co-op
erate. The average student does not
coordinate his work so as to proper
ly balance the care of his spiritual,
intellectual, and physical being. We
are told that we should not work for
credits, but we are not told how other
wise to get the necessary one hundred

really appreciate Him we must get
out among His works and see how
beautifully and wonderfully every
thing is constructed for us and how
well it fits into His divine plan. We
must really feel with Shakespeare,
"Sermons in stones, books in running
brooks, and good in everything". A
fuller understanding of nature can not
help giving us a deeper understanding
of God unless as Leonardo DeVinci
said, "we prefer to learn from authors
and books, who are only nature's
clerks, rather than nature herself."
We need to turn the thinking world
to nature and her secrets; then we
will not be bothered so much with

»
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OPEN FORUM DISCUSSION
EDITOR'S NOTE

realms of life.
I receive regularly the News Letter
from our denominational college,
which is within the bounds of our con
ference and it seems that the topic
which requires the most space is ath
letics, a little is said about intercol
legiate debating, and almost nothing
about the other activities in which a
church school should major.
I could go on to show how the
enormous admission charge made for
seeing the games is in many instances
robbing poor parents of hard-earned
money, or if the poor student does
not attend the games that it tends to
put him below the social standing of
the other students and thus it creates
"Anti-School Spirit" rather than
"School Spirit." Let's work for and
pray for the true "Taylor Spirit"
which is the spirit of "Putting First
Things First."
An Alumnus.

It seems this section of the paper
is growing increasingly popular and
the editor is being flooded with arti
cles. We are glad for the interest
shown and hope everyone will feel
free to speak his opinion through
these columns.
However a warning or two is neces.sary. At first it was announced that
criticisms would be limited to two
hundred words. It seems it is neces
sary to make exceptions. However,
let me urge that you be as brief as
possible. Again, when three or four
articles on the same subject have
been published, no more will be.
Again, let me suggest that your
articles be argumentum ad rem, not
BOBBED HAIR—NEITHER
argumentum ad hominem. It is hoped
PRO NOR CON
that all material will be pointed and
purposeful and not mere sarcasm or
One of the poorest arguments in the
bombastic raving.
world is an argument without a basic
principle. To try to prove an assump
ON INTERCOLLEGIATE
tion by a statement that has no con
ATHLETICS nection with the matter in hand is
extreme fallacy — non cause pro
To the Readers of the Open Forum:
cause.
I note the communication in last
When one tries to prove by quoting
week's Open Forum concerning inter the Nazarite vow that bobbed hair
collegiate athletics and the "Taylor is worldly, t proves nothing, for the
Spirit". We need and want "Taylor Nazarite vow was taken chiefly by
Spirit" but we question the possibility men.
of intercollegiate athletics bringing
I will admit that Paul says in I Cor.
the kind of spirit which we desire to 11:15 that a woman's long hair is her
see pervading our school.
glory, but in those days no woman
We have a "Taylor Spirit" which had short hair and his argument all
unites all students, alumni and friends through the paragraph is not about
which we would choose to call the long hair, but on women veiling
spirit
of
"Putting First Things (American revision) their heads. If
First". If we lose that we have lost we obey his injunction, we should
a part of our distinction. It requires nevar pray with unveiled head. In the
no argument to prove that athletics sixth verse he says, "If a woman be
is being overstressed in the school not veiled, let her be shorn;" so we
life of today.
might say the argument is for either
I am speaking as one who sees the veiling the head or bobbing the hair.
problem both from the standpoint of If we take another of his advices
the student and as one who faces it literally, no woman should speak in
from the outside. There is a growing church.
discontent among parents which is
I do not believe in cutting the Bible
producing a sense of dissatisfaction or in spiritualizing everything that is
toward the present program of ath meant to be literal, but I believe as
letics. The over-emphasis put on sport times change, we shall not be held by
is taking the attention of the students commands to wash people's feet, veil
from their study, robbing them of the our heads, or even to wear long hair.
time to do necessary home work and
I suppose nearly every change of
in many instances depriving them of
the proper training in the other fashion has been started by a world
ly person; but if the change proves to
be convenient or beneficial to health,
the trumped-up theories of "half- let us be practical and kind in our
baked scientists."
judgment of those who see fit to adopt
Nothing is so invigorating to the it. If not, then let men wear the
mind, spirit, and body as to get out lose robe, the long beard and the
with nature, with a proper guidance barefoot sandal of Paul's time and the
and a real purpose. When we come women refuse to preach, teach Sunday
back, our bodies will be stronger; we school classes or lead a prayer meet
will be able to get our lessons better; ing.
there will not be so many fagged out
How we looked with horror upon
bodies and nervous break-downs. our dreadful flapper sisters a few
School life will run smoother, and we years ago, when they dared to wear
will all go forward greater students skirts at shoe-top length—then about
and better Christians.
six inches from the floor. We simply
A course to meet these requirements could not believe that in some larger
must not be a time-killer or an "S. P." cities they had really gone to nine
affair, but must consist of real worlc. inches; and we felt like last week's
Each term hour of credit would pre writer, viewing the damsel's fine locks
suppose one hour of class work and being clipped, when the dressmaker
two hours of field work weekly. The said, "The lovely regal, dragging skirt
course should be given in the spring bottom must come off." But now who
term, and one week devoted to each wishes to go back to the floor length ?
of the following subjects, and the last
Personally I prefer to see the un
two weeks of the term to review and assuming girlish "bob" to the fussy
examination.
puffs, cottie garages, and rat rolls or
any other style that took nearly an
1. Geology.
hour to arrange.
2. Microscopic plants and animal:!.
I believe we should not misjudge
3. Plant life in pond and stream.
4. Animal life in pond and stream. our Christian girls. Perhaps nearly
all of them have bobbed their hair to
5. Plants of the field and wood.
save time or to be rid of headaches,
6. Common trees.
rather than to conform to the world.
7. Birds.
8. Land animals.
An Unbobbed Sister.
9. Reptiles.
10. Insects.
ON BOBBED HAIRSIGN OF THE AGE
To properly cover this ground and
make the course equal to similar
courses being offered by most of our
Last week there appeared in this
leading schools, it should be a two column a discussion of the question,
hour course. Saturday afternoon from "can a professed Christian woman
one until three or longer should be either the younger or the more ma
given over to field work under the tronly, serve God in the "beauty of
direction of the professor, followed on holiness" and have her hair bobbed?"
the next class period with a lecture. the inference being that she cannot.
The next two hours of field
work
A closer examination of the script
should be given to individual investi ures referred to shows that they do
gation and study in the field, followed not apply to the women of toaay. The
in the next class period with reports law of the Nazarite says that those
and recitations.
who make the vow, either MAN or
Professor Blodgett would make an woman, must not put a razor to the
ideal professor for this course; the head during the period of separation.
students need it and want it; hence If this be a reason for condemnation
faculty, it is now up to you,- will you of bobbed hair then the men are equal
give us the privilege of taking such ly condemned. This law was not a
a course next term ?
Continued on page 4 col 2
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TAYLOR TEAM DEFEATS
ASBURY
ers granted to congress would be far
too broad."
Mr. Shilling was undoubtedly the
"star" or the evening. His rapid
thinking and clear speaking enabled
him to hit squarely at the arguments
of his opponents. His main point was,
"This situation requires national
legislation. State legislation is inade
quate because it lacks uniformity,
thus cannot deal with problems of mi
gratory labor, inter-state exploitation
and unfair competition."
Mr. Caley came to the platform and
fired this thought-provoking question
at his opponents, "Why clothe con
gress with this power unless you ex
pect congress to use it?" His main
point was, that the amendment is un
desirable because it is a tendency to
ward centralization and it interferes
with individual liberty.
In response to Mr. Caley's question,
Mr. Mosser said, "All these 'dangers'
are invested in your representatives.
Will they missuse their power?" Mr.
Mosser proved that the Child Labor
Amendment is the logical solution to
the problem because it is applicable.
It is an enabling act, it will fit in
with any industrial expansion, and
will apply uniform standards.
Mr. Johnson showed that the
amendment is
unnecessary. "The
states have all the power that is
necessary to meet the condition. They
now have laws for the protection of
children. Would it be downright com
mon sense to take away the states'
rights and put them into the hands of
the federal government?"
After President Akers and Coach
Johnson had extended words of
friendship, the judge, Professor Paul
R. L. Breese, gave the criticism. He
based his judgment upon four points,
case, evidence, delivery, and effective
ness in refutation. The first
point,
case, he gave to the affirmative be
cause of the progression from one
point to another, the dovetailing of
arguments and the common-sense of
the argument. The second point, evi
dence, he gave to the negative team,
because more testimonial evidence
was produced. The third point, deliv
ery, was given to the affirmative be
cause it was direct and conversation• al while the negative team was giver
to a ministerial tone and was too
oratorical. It also had a tendency to
pugnaciousness. The last point, effect
iveness in refutation, that is, which
team covered the most ground, was
also given to the affirmative team.
Much of this credit went to Mr. Shill
ing who "covered point after point
with rapid fire."
Another commend
able feature of the affirmative rebut
tal was that "they said what they
were going to refute, refuted it and
then said they had refuted it."

Golden Eagle
Down Town
Headquarters
Students are always
WELCOME
• Buy at home your

GOSPEL TEAM WORKERS
HOLD MONTHLY MEETING
preached.
A revival meeting was held at the
Methodist church in Jonesboro. Miss
Helen Burns and the Messrs. George
Edie, A. L. Krause, Ralph Hunt, Dean
Irish, James Uhlinger, and Walter
Russell were present and assisted with
music and testimony.
Mr. Ockenga preached at Shiloh
M. E church on Sunday evening. The
EULOGONIANS BANQUET
stormy weather prevented a very
ON "BRINY DEEP" large crowd, but God graciously vis
dressed in sailor costume, only added ited the congregation and sanctified
two souls.
to the sea picture.
In addition to the music played by
the "ships' orchestra" during the meal,
an excellent program was given. Mr.
Reed very ably handled the difficult
position of toastmaster. He first in
troduced Miss Frances Rowland, presi
dent of the Soangetaha Debating
Club, who spoke on "Cutting Loose
from the Shore Lines." Mr. George
Fenstermacher and Mr. Milo Sprunger played a violin and cello .duet,
which was encored. This duet was
followed by a talk by Mr Marcius
Taber, president of the Eureka De
bating Club, "Launching out Religi
ously". Mr. Walter Bieri then sang a
vocal solo, which was encored. Miss
Clara French, president of the Mnanka Debating Club, spoke on "Launch
ing out Intellectually." Mr. Hodge
then entertained the voyagers with a
banjo solo, which was also encored.
Mr. John Shilling then concluded the
program with a talk on "Poor Fish."
Toastmaster Reed then read a letter
of greeting from two Eulogonians,
Donald Wing and "Sonny" Naden. A
pleasant surprise of the trip was the
announcing that Mr. H. Morse Skin
ner would play his own interpreta
tion of the sinking of the Titanic.
This was indeed a sea trip which
the club members and their guests
will not soon forget. The only regretable circumstance was that "Ed"
Jackson, Governor of Indiana, because
of a previous engagement was forced
to decline his invitation, and could not
be present. No one suffered from sea
sickness, no one fell over-board, and
everybody had a safe and enjoyable
trip.
DEACONESS DECLARES
DETACHMENT NECESSARY
rection.'Yet He was not alone, Christ's
fellowship was with God. We read
that Christ sometimes spent all night.
What courage came then. The dis
ciples of Christ were alone in the
prison. Yet they were not alone for
they had the promise "Lo I am with
you alway."
To the young people in Taylor who
are now training for leadership Miss
Fogle said, "You will have to learn
to stand alone. You must learn how to
get that power from Christ that will
enable you to stand alone. You must
learn how to go out in the world with
people who are not Christians and be
alone, but yet be a leader and know
how to have communion with Christ.
It was Christ's desire that we might
be one with Him as He is one with
the Father. Have you that detachment
and are you so attached to Christ that
you can withstand the things that op
pose Christ, and having done all to
stand?"
Miss Fogle gave an illustration of a
dog who was tied to a stake and want
ed to go with his master. Whenever

OVERCOAT
SUIT

At the close of the criticism Prof.
Breese spoke of the fine school spirit
that was shown at Taylor for de
bates. "When a crowd comes out to
an athletic contest and stands in the
rain through the whole performance
it is not necessarily school spirit, but
a craving for excitement," said Prof.
Breese, "But when a crowd of busy
students turn out to an intellectual
contest, I believe it is school spirit."

SHOES

he tried to get free he found that he
was attached, but when his master
set him free he followed him joyfully.

FURNISHINGS

Miss Fogle carried the illustration to
the Christian life by saying "How
many people there are who want to
S
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denly they discover that there is an
attachment so they cannot go all the
way.
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Examples of some of these attach
ments were given. There is the de
tachment of father, mother, brothers
and sisters. "The commandment of
Christ means that we must have the
love of God in our hearts so that the
opposition of our families will not
keep us from doing His will. When
you go home from Taylor and face
opposition, draw close to God, love
the dear ones all the more and pray
for them. Are you so detached from
the world and attached to Christ that
you can leave the loved ones and go
with Christ?"
The attachment of friendship was
cited, and here Miss Fogle asked,
"Are any of us in danger of letting
friends direct our lives instead of
God?"
Pleasure for pleasure's sake was
also given as an attachment. "Pleas
ures indulged in too far makes one
wish not to be detached from them."
"People wish to be all the Lord's but
they want to satisfy the desire of
self," Miss Fogle said when speaking
of habits as an attachment. Another
instance given was that of a spirit
of lightness. On this subject she said,
"How many times a spirit of light
ness, although there is the desire to
go through with God, a spirit of too
much jesting, of too much fooling,
may detach one from God.
"Have you had the feeling that you
want to go all the way but suddenly
you find an attachment?" Here Miss
Fogle returned to the illustration of
the dog who was set free when his
master broke one link of the chain.
'"Christ breaks the fetters and sanc
tifies our hearts," she said, "Back of
the criticism, the fear of being a
leader, the love of pleasure, there is
another thing, the self, the carnal
self, Christ can break these things in
our lives tjiat detach us from Him.
"We must have that detaching ex
perience, the experience of being de
tached from self, from all things, and
be attached to Christ. We must be
dead to everything and alive to Chirst
and then we can go all the way with
Him.
"There will be joy abounding and
peace, abiding peace, a satisfying por
tion in our souls from God. It is not
a hard thing, not a mornful experi
ence but a real joy, fellowship with
Christ. There will be victory over
sin, victory over habit, victory in our
lives."
Some hands were raised signifying a
desire for prayer that they might
have the experience of victory. When
the altar call was given two hearts
responded and found the Lord.
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Filipino Gospel Team in Muncie
The Filipino Gospel Team, composed
of Messrs. Manuel Alojado, Emilio M.
del Rosario, and Mr. and Mrs. Jorge
Masa and their baby, Maria Eugenia,
took charge of the special missionary
service last Sunday evening at the
United Brethern church at Muncie,
Indiana, which was held under the
auspices of the Women's Foreign
Missionary Association of that city.
Dr. and Mrs. Glasier went along with
the team.
After, the introductory remarks by
Dr. Glasier, Mr. Rosario spoke on
"Does it pay to send missionaries
abroad—especially to the Philip
pines ?" He traced the marvelous pro
gress of the missionary work in the
Islands since Bishop Thorborn preach
ed the first gospel message in Manila
a quarter of a century ago, and pic
tured the mission fields of the Philip
pines as "white with harvests but
where the laborers are few." Mr. Alo
jado followed and resumed the dis
cussion of the religious conditions in

Indiana
Paints
Wall Paper
1-33

the Islands and ended with a glowing
account of his own personal Christian
experience; while Mr. Masa told the
people what in Christianity appealed
to him most and which he purposes to
preach when he goes back to his peo
ple, "Jesus Christ in all His fullness!"
Mrs. Masa and Mr. Rosario sang
"Speak, My Lord," and "Hark, I Hear
Him Call My Name," respectively,
with Mrs. Glasier accompanying.
In spite of the stormy weather,
there was an unusual attendance and
the people's interest in the missionary
movement was made more manifest
by their free-will and liberal offering
in support of the missionary cause in
the Islands.
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FRESHMAN PRESIDENT
TAKES LEAVE
special blessings received at the
Freshman prayer meeting and all
know that they have been helped- by
attending. The fact that so many of
the class are being used continually
in gospel team work and other evan
gelistic efforts is worthy of mention
also. The Freshman class is a real
class.
WOMEN ORGANIZE FOR
MINISTERIAL DEVELOPMENT
ested in preaching have formed the
Girls' Homiletics Club. Miss Florence
E. Talbert, the president, was sent
hs a representative to the annual
ineeting of the International Associa
tion held in Detroit last November.
The Taylor girls met and elected Miss
Ruth Lortz to represent them. Miss
Lortz is a member of the Internation
al Association of Women Preachers.
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MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION

For nine consecutive years
manufacturer of
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"The Test of Peter" was the theme
that Miss Tate chose for her sermon,
before the ministerial association
which met in Shriner Auditorium
March 8 at 6:30 p. m. The scripture
reading was found in John, twentyfirst chapter, from the fifteenth
to
twenty-first verses.
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The central thought of Miss Tate's
sermon was that Christ is testing us
today the same as he tested Peter,
Jesus wants us to follow in his foot-
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him. She then gave an instance in her j
|
own life that showed clearly her !
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thought. In conclusion she said: "If ;
.
!
we would follow Jesus many acts
would be left undone and many words
unspoken."
j
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"The Uncontrollable Tongue," was i
SERVICF
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the theme of Mr. Pailthrop's sermon. ;
j
For his scripture reading he chose the ?
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?
first fourteen verses of the third i
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chapter of the Epistle of James.
In his introduction he referred to
the book of James as one of the most !
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practical books of the Bible. His |
thought was that the tongue is the f
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feet man will be able to control his
tongue and by controlling the same .T
he will control his body.
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After the sermons Prof. Pogue gave I
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some helpful criticism, and commend- I
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^
ed the speakers for making their ser- J
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Prayer band met on Sunday even
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ing with a good attendance in Camp
;
Office Over Postoffice
bell parlor. Miss Howard brought the ; Phones: Office 1132; Res. 104
message on prayer, based on Eph. i
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12:15-21. Requests were made to pray
for revivals and the rest of the time
was spent in prayer. The next meet
ing is election of officers. Every mem
T i p s On S h o e R e p a i r i n g
ber is urged to be present.
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NEW PRIZE ESTABLISHED

all. First Cor. 14:34-35 reads, "Let
IF YOU HAD BEEN THERE!
would have heard: "COME AGAIN!"
your women keep silence in the
"We will!"
WE WILL ALLOW A
(Editors note: This article is a re- churches; for it is not permitted unto
If you had been there, what? Well,
Essays and Bacon and a Home.
print of the pi occuring in last weeks them to speak; but they are com- just wait a while and find out! It hapissue.)
manded to be under obedience (to pened this way: promptly at. 5:30
LOCAL NEWS
A new prize of twenty-five dollars their husbands) as also saith the law Thursday morning, a group of stuRev. W. Z. Horbury, who has been
(twenty dollars first and five second) and if they will learn anything let dents found their way to the home of engaged in field work for Taylor at
to all Taylor U. Students on
has been established by Mr. and Mrs. them ask their husbands at home; for Barton Rees Pogue. The moon was Pittsburgh is spending a few days at
John A. Duryea for the best deliver- it is a shame for women to speak in still shining, and the morning star his home.
LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
ed message on the fundamental doc- church."
still pointed to the East. Prof. Pogue
Guests from out of town for the
SHOES AND DRY GOODS
trine of entire sanctification. Any stuWoman's sphere in life has great- was having an argument with the fur- Eulogonian banquet included Miss
MEN'S FURNISHINGS
dent may enter but if more than five ly changed since that time. In Paul's nace when they walked into his house, Myra Lippold of Bunker Hill, Indiana
compete the five best manuscripts will day they were almost entirely con- and the argument waxed exceedingly and Miss Pauline Arnold of Richmond,
"See Us First"
be selected. The contest is to be judg- fined to domestic duties. Today our warm. "Now folks, make yourselves Indiana.
ed on the points of doctrine, ethics women are filling positions equal to at home." They did.
Mr. E. O. Rice is in Florida on
and evangelistic delivery. This will be those men are filling. They are active
The sleepy cat dreaming on the business for the college,
an interesting and appropriate fea- in public work, in business and in register kept on dreaming (with one
Mr. A. C. Thompson, field repreture of the commencement program, professional life. The spirit of the age eye shut). The Edison was brought sentative, has returned from Pittsas it was this doctrine which made is progress and nowhere has this been to life and cajoled into letting loose burgh. We regret that his work with
Bishop Taylor such a mighty preach- more apparent than in the activities a melody of Tryolean Echoes. The the college is finished as he has acer both at home and abroad, and upon of women. They have an independence girls sat in the easy chairs and cepted the position of general managwhich our school is founded.
now that was hitherto unknown.' It smiled; the boys sat on the hard er for the Howard Severance ComDr. John Owen and Mr. Duryea is no longer necessary for her to be chairs and grinned.
pany, Chicago,
have been selected to record contest- married to maintain herself, she now
The "Prof." came in and plans and
One of the T. U- gospel teams comEUREKANS HOLD FINAL
TRIANGULAR DEBATE ants, secure judges and provide a makes her living by her own efforts prospects for an "Honest-to-goodness- posed of Messrs. Robert Clark, Ruschairman for the program.
if it be necessary. Seeing that she do-something" literary club were pro- sell Metcalfe, and Mr. and Mrs. A.
The Eureka Debating Club met in
has cast off the bondage of former pounded and expounded, and perhaps N. Christensen had dinner at the home
(
Society Hall on Saturday evening,
MORE PARTIES
years, is there any reason why she a little confounded. Then Professor of Mr. and Mrs. Christensen Monday
On the evening of March 9 a should not likewise cast off the sym- Pogue had an inspiration, or maybe evening. After dinner Mr. William
March 6, at six o'clock. The final tri
angular debate was staged with the surprise party was given to A. C. bolism of the past age. As long hair recalled one. He began reading a de- Hawkes was in charge of a prayer
Messrs. Fenton Abrams and Milo Thompson in honor of his "sixteenth" was the symbol of the subjection of lightful essay by Dallas L. Sharpe; meeting in which the Holy Ghost was
Sprunger on the affirmative team and ( ? ) b i r t h d a y . T h o s e p r e s e n t a t t h e - a w o m a n t o h e r h u s b a n d , s o t o d a y , t h e a u d i e n c e w a s h e l d s p e l l b o u n d ( e x - p r e s e n t i n m i g h t y p o w e r ,
This team will tour New York,
the Messrs. Paul Whitaker and Paul party were Mr. A. C. Thompson, bobbed hair is the symbol of the pro- cept the cat which was now dreaming
guest of honor, Misses Sibyl Blake, gress of woman, of the shaking off the with the other eye shut).
Pennsylvania, and Ohio in the sumBruun on the negative.
The tantalizing odor of frying bac- mer. They have their first
engageThe question was: Resolved, that Neva Kletzing, Mable Landon, Doro- shackles of social bondage and the
the growth, manufacture, and sale of thy Jerret, Emma Bell, and Iva Hawk- stepping out into the light of a new 0n began to permeate the atmosphere, ment in Ohio during the spring vacatobacco should be prohibited by a ins, Messrs. Leon Manning, Melvin day.
Lives there a student with soul so tion.
Shall we say nay?
Federal law. Mr. Abrams as the first Reed, Howard Skinner, Dale Tarbell,
dead, who never to himself hath said:
Mrs, Polovina Entertains
speaker of the affirmative argued that and Paul Kepple. After the birthday
"French toast! Why didn't I stay in
Wednesday evening, March 10, Mrs.
it was a national menace because it cake had been served they retired
bed?" The odor of frying bacon, the S. E. Polovina, generously and beautiARISTOPHONES ANSWERED
affected the individual physically, so to the parlor where they were favored
sound of brisk movements in the fully entertained the Taylor Universiwith a short program as follows: vo
cially, and economically.
Aristophones has evoked the gods kitchen, the congenial smile of Barton ty evangelistic team and their friends.
Mr. Whitaker, as the first speaker cal solo ,Mr. Reed; reading. Miss to witness that Taylor is composed Pogue. Well! Who wouldn't feel just A splendid dinner of young fried
for the negative, maintained that such Hawkins; vocal solo, Mr. Tarbell. In
"little and big spirits'";—Thalo., a little bit homesick?
chicken was not the least feature of
a law would not aid matters because a response Mr. Thompson expressed phil0., Eureka, Eulog., and various
'Porf' continued reading Sharpe's the occasion! The guests present
even if it did prohibit the growth and his appreciation and thanks after 0ther essentials and non-essentials, essay. "Listen to this." We listened, were the Misses Ockenga, I. Dare, M.
sale of tobacco it could still be im which the party ended.
^ And like a mo(jern Joshua, he pro- Then Mrs. Pogue broke the suspense, Leisure, Howe, and Pollitt, and the
ported.
On the same evening Miss Virginia posed to lead us into the unpromised and the students went to make an Messrs. Hawkes, Ockenga, Beers,
Mr. Sprunger, as the second speak Cannon also gave a party to several iand of intercollegiate excitement; or end of the tantalizing bacon. "Make Clark, and Eaton.
er for the affirmative, then stated that of her friends, in honor of her birth- jn other words; from the frying pan yourselves at home." They did! The cat
as his colleague had proven it to be day. She invited as her guests: Pro- into the fire!
'
had vacated the top of the register;
Dean's Daily Decree
a natioanl menace it required a na fessor Both well, Bertha Pollitt, CharAristophones has also played the probably he found himself dreaming Hush my babies and don't cry
tional law to handle the situation, and, lotte Teed, Helen Brown, Mable Brinn- ron 0f a modern Luther, and like an about a cat's (not Dante's) inferno
you can have "S. P.'s' when you're
that this Federal law would be the eman, Margaret Coghlan, Ella Ruth, angry bull has charged snortingly at and the place got too hot for him—it
as old as I.
only way to solve the problem.
Velma Fields, Leona Purchis and Hie gayly colored socks, in which got pretty hot for some of the group But the riddle for thinking women
Mr. Bruun, the concluding speaker Frances Rowland.
some of our "little smart set" have too. Professor Pogue took a few bites
and men
of the negative, stated that this na
made their debutante a la mode!
of toast and went on with the essay
Is, who in the world will want them
tional law does not prohibit trans- ON BOBBED HAIR—
Friends, Taylorites, and readers of —it was something about a cart that
then!
portation or possession. After an inSIGN OF THE AGE Hie Open Forum! I write not to con- travelled "dactylic" on one wheel and
teresting report from Mr. Bailey, the law, applying to those who wished to (jemn Aristophones, but to comple- "iambis" on the other, and there was
Miss Patterson: "If you want to
critic, the judges announced the de- take this vow. It provides that any- ment. him; his is the ardent youthful a charming couple on the seat of the make that song successful, you must
csion in favor of the affirmative.
one becoming defiled during their «spirit" that would contribute itself cart who were constantly being gjng louder."
The Eurekas were very glad to period of separation may by bringing to swen the already deplorable con- thrown together without "caesura."
y Fieids; «j ain singing as loud
have present several members of the sacrifices and having the head shaved giomeration of "big and little spirits" Some of the young gentlemen looked as j carL What more can I do?"
other clubs as visitors and extended be cleansed. Carrying this symbolism 0f our over-spirited school, and his is interested.
Miss Patterson: "Be more enthusito them a hearty welcome to come into Jerimiah 7.-9 makes the signifi the reforming zeal that would despoil
The girls smiled and drank coffee; astic. Open your mouth and throw
again.
cance o
is passage to _ e
uri y the maidens of their dazzling, and the boys grinned and ate jelly. Mrs. yourself into it."'
On Saturday night, March 13, the thyself 0, Jerusalem.
sometimes conflicting, color schemes; pogue was an angel undisguised (old
election of officers for the ensuing
The significance of the passage in to have them clad in rainbow harmony news no doubt to the head of the
K. Kinnaman: "In what course do
term will be held. It behoves every 1st Corinthians 11:15 becomes clearer 0r comber grey! In short Aristophones house). And the way to a man's you expect to graduate?"
loyal Eurekan to be there.
as we look into the custom of the has admirably made much ado about -heart—, Well! old news too, but
D. Teed: "In the course of time, I
day. It was then the custom for nothing, and I complement him.
always significant. "Well," said Pro- guess."
"Daddy Russell": "What is the most women to appear in public with the
Dare I, after such a symphonious fessor Pogue. "Well" said the rest of
nervous thing you know of next to a head covered with a \eil in recogni symposium, (if you know what that us_ "Meeting's out," said the cat. We
A Beers: "I'm designing a bachegirl?"
tion of the authority of her husband. means) be bold enough to suggest ieft them, Barton Pogue and his wife lor's house."
"Daddy Hunt": "Me, next to a It was considered a breach of eti- that the Taylor spirit we need, is the (and the furnace and the cat, but no
C. Wideman: "What's funny about
girl."
quette for a woman to leave off this spirit of overwhelming Christian love bacon). The shining moon had melt- that?"
covering when appearing in public. and j0y? —! Overwhelming because ed int0 clouds and pools of blue, the
A. Beers: "No Eves."
G. Maas: "Would you like tea or Paul here is exhorting-the women of love covers a multitude of sins, and morning star had kissed the eyes of
the church to adhere to the custom of joy swan0ws up strife and disunity, blushing dawn (this must be the
"
*
coffee ?"
Visiter: "Tea, please, without the day and not to worship with the And dare I further suggest that a effects of Sharpe's essay) and they
E. A. GRIFFITH
head uncovered. "The woman's power heaven-sent revival would work this gathered their thoughts and memories
cream."
DENTIST
G. Maas: "You will have to have it is on her head" or as we would ex- work in all of our hearts (smart set about them and hastened to 7:30
Office over bank
without milk as we haven't any press it, the authority of the woman included) that would consume away ciasses, and it was over. But not all
Phone 951
Upland, Ind.
is her husband. Long hair is a sym- our vanity, burn out our worldliness over, for if you had been there you
cream."
1-33
bol of woman's subjection to man, (jazz included); and make us as an
thus Paul writes, "But if a woman entire student body (faculty includ................
have long hair it is a glory to her; for ed) in one acc0rd ("spirit") and in one I
her long hair is given to her for a niighty, dynamic, irresistible surge of
covering," or as the marginal read- unc0nquerable faith, and victorious
ing puts it, 'a veil.'
ringing testimony, that would speediUpland, Indiana
That Paul was urging an adherence ly sweep away all but the SPIRIT OF
to the custom of the time is quite HOLINESS??—What thiyk ye?
Cut Flowers
Where the Air is Pure, and the Skies are Blue
evident from verse 16 for he writes,
"Sweet and Low."
In S e a s o n
"But if any man seems to be conFounded 1846
TELEGRAPH ORDERS
tentious, we have no such custom."
Mosser: "Say Whitaker, how
L
SENT PROMPTLY
In other words we have no such many jewels in your watch?"
PHONE 894
The books are open for registration for 1926-1927,
custom as of women appearing in
Whitaker: "Onue Ruby."
! public without a veil.
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and room deposits are being made. Fall opening will be
_ tf^
im ||[
When it is insisted that these
q Ruth: "The frog died when he
September 22.
scriptures be followed literally with- was alTested."
out reference to the setting and inProfessor: "Where did you see
Education, Homiletics, Literature, Music, Science,
tent then we should follow them that?"
Speech, and Theology are departments strongly featured.
G. Ruth: "On page 388 it says,
'The frog croaked when he
Training of high school teachers, training of min
'i
FARIS and FARIS
pinched.' "
isters
and missionaries, basic work for medicine, law,
j
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|
farming, and home making, are among Taylor's pro
| Eyes Examined Glasses Fitted j
K. Rose: "What would you do if
f
j Special disc, to T. U. students j you were in my shoes?"
visions.
j S. Side Square
Marion |
B. Clark: "I would shine them."
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